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We prove that if L is a given three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra, then there exists a 
monadic three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisii algebra A, such that L is isomorphic with a certain 
subalgebra of the three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra .~'(A). 
1. Introduction 
A. Monteiro [3], L. Monteiro and L.G. Coppola [4] have found a construction 
of a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra from a monadic Boolean algebra. 
A. Monteiro [3] and L. Monteiro [6] have also proved that the construction ~ has 
the property P: " I f  L is a given three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra, then 
there exists a monadic Boolean algebra A, such that .~(A) and L are isomor- 
phic." 
We found [1] a construction ~ '  of a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra 
from a monadic three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra, generalizing the con- 
struction .~. 
In this paper, following [6], we prove that the construction .~' has the property 
P': " I f  L is a given three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra, then there exists a 
monadic three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra A, such that L is isomorphic 
with a certain subalgebra of ~ ' (A) . "  The particular case of centered algebras is 
finally considered. The work is based on [1], [4] and [6]. 
2. Definilions and properties 
Definition 1 [2]. A three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra (3-LMa) is an 
algebra (A, v,  ^ ,  - ,  s2, 1), such that A ~ 0, (A, v,  ^ ,  1) is a distributive lattice with 
greatest element 1, - is an involutive dual endomorphism and s2 is an en- 
domorphism satisfying, for each x, y ~ A:  
(L1) -x  v s2x = 1, (L2) x ^ -x  = -x  ^ s2x. 
Let sl denote the operation defined on A by: six =-s2 -x  for all x~A.  
Remnrk 2.1. The class of 3-LM algebras is equationally definable. 
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Remark 2.2. A Boolean algebra is a particular case of 3-LMa, obtained for 
s 1 = s2 = Id. 
Dellnltion 2 [5]. A monadic 3-LMa is a pair (A, 3), where A is a 3-LMa and 
3: A---~A is a mapping, called an existential quantifier, verifying for each 
x, yeA:  
(E0) 30 = 0 where 0 =-1 ,  
(El)  x ~<3x, 
(E2) 3 (x^3y)  = 3xA3y ,  
(E3) 3s~x = st 3x, i = 1, 2. 
Let V: A --~ A be the mapping, called universal quantij~er, defined by: 
Vx=-3-x  for a l l x~A.  
We give in [1] a list of properties verified in a monadic 3-LMa. We also need 
here a property, called by Gr.C. Moisil "the principle of determination": 
if six = sly for i = 1, 2, then x = y. (1) 
Definition 3 [3]. A monodic Boolean algebra is a pair (A, 3), where A Is a 
Boolean algebra and 3: A ---> A is a mapping verifying (E0)-(E2). 
3. The construction ~¢ and the property P 
Let (A, v,  ^ ,  - ,  1, =l) be a monadic Boolean algebra. We recall the construction 
.o~ [3, 4]. There were defined on A two new operations and a binary relation by: 
xuy  =VZ vy  V(X AV--y), 
xr-qy =3xAy  ^ (xv3- -y ) ,  
x -- y <=~ (3x = 3y and Vx = Vy). 
It is proved that -~ is an equivalence relations on A, satisfying the substitution 
property for u ,  n ,  - ,  3, V and that the algebra (.~(A) = A / -----, t_J, n ,  - ,  0"2, 1) is 
a 3-LMa, where A/ - -  is the quotient set, ~ is the coset containing x and u ,  n ,  
and o'2 are the induced operations on A/ - - ,  defined by: 
~u~ = (x uy)  ^ , ~rT~ = (x ny)  ^ , 
~ = ( -x )  ^ , 0-2~ = (3x)  ^ , 0 -1~ = (Vx)  ^. 
Let now (L, L J, f3, -1, rE, l) be a 3-LMa. We recall the construction from [6]. If 
B(L) is the set of Boolean elements of L, hence: 
B(L)={x~LI r~x  =x,  i=  1, 2}, 
then (B(L), LJ, N, 7 ,  1) is a Boolean algebra. 
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Let B(L )xB(L )  be endowed with the operations v, A, --, 3, defined by: 
'(x, y)v(x', y')= (x Ux', y uy'), 
(X, y) A(X', y') = (X f"l X', y f"l y'), 
-(x, y) = (--ax, ~y), 
.3(x, y) = (x Uy, x LJy). 
Then (B(L) xB(L) ,  v, A, --, (1, 1), 3) is a monadic Boolean algebra and V(x, y) = 
(xNy,  xNy) .  
Let h: L --~ B(L) x B(L) be the mapping defined by h(x) = (rlx, r2x), for each 
x~L.  Then h is an injection, verifying: h(xUy)=h(x)vh(y) ,  h(xny)= 
h(x)Ah(y), h(rlx)=Vh(x), h(r2x)=3h(x), h(Tx)=---h(x), h (xUy)=h(x)u  
h(y), h(xny)=h(x)nh(y) .  By definition, Nh(x)=h(-7x)  and thus 
(h(L), v, A,N, 3, (1, 1)) is a 3-LMa isomorphic with L. If S is the Boolean 
subalgebra of B(L)x  B(L) generated by the set h(L), i.e. S is the set of elements 
s of the form ([7], p. 74): 
s = ~ (XiA-yl), where xi, y i~h(L) ,  i= l ,m,  rn~N, 
i= l  
then (S, v, A, --, (1, 1), 3) is a monadic Boolean algebra and L is isomorphic with 
.~(S) = S/--, H :L ~ ~(S) being the isomorphism, defined by H(x)= (h(x)) ^ , for 
each x ~ L. Note that S/ -= h(L)/=--. 
The monadic Boolean algebra S coincides with B(L) x B(L) if and only if L has 
a center, i.e. there exists (and it is unique) an element c ~ L, such that 7c  = c or, 
equivalently, r~c = 0 and r2c = 1. 
4. The construction .~' and the property P' 
Let (A, v, A, --, S2, 1, 3) be a monadic 3-LMa. We recall the construction ~ ' r l ] .  
We have defined on A two new binary operations and a relation by: 
x~y = Vslx v y v (x  A Vst -  y), 
X F ly  = ~IS2X A y A (X V~lS2 - y),  
x =-- y ¢:~ (3s2x = 3s2y  and  Vs~x = Vsty ) .  
We have proved that: 
{ ~]SE(X  I I y )  = 3SEX V :=lSEy, VSl(X r'7 y) = VSlX AVsXy, (2) 3S2(X r-7 y) = 3sax A 3s2y, 
Vsl(x uy)  = Vslx vVsly, 
that --= is an equivalence relation on A, satisfying the substitution property for u ,  
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r-n, - ,  :%2, Vsl and that the algebra (~ ' (A)= A/=--, u,  r-n,--, tr 2, i) is a 3-LMa, 
where A/ - -  is the quotient set, 2 is the coset containing x and u ,  r-n, -- and tr2 are 
the induced operations on A/- - ,  defined by ~ug=(xuy)" ,  ~r -ng=(xrny)  ^,
~ = ( -x )  ^ , ~r2~ = (3sax)  ^ , crx~ = ~s lx )  ^ . 
Rmnrk  4.1. In the case of a monadic Boolean algebra, i.e. sx = Sz=Id,  the 
construction ~ '  coincides with .~. 
Let (L, U, N, --1, r2, 1) be a 3-LMa. We shall generalize the construction in [6]. 
Let L x L be endowed with the operations v, ^, - ,  3, already defined in Section 
3, and with the operation Sa defined by Sa(X, y) = (rEX, ray); it follows that sx is 
defined by sl(x, y) = (rlx, rxy), for all, x, y ~ L. Then (L x L, v,  ^ ,  - ,  sa, (1, 1), 3) is 
a monadic 3-LMa. Let h': L ~ L x L be the mapping defined by h'(x)= (x, tax), 
for each x e L. 
Remark 4.2. A similar construction is for h'(x) = (rlx, x), x ~ L. 
Lemma 1. The mapping h' verifies: 
h'(x U y)= h ' (x )v  h'(y), 
h'(x Cl y) = h'(x)  ^  h'(y), 
h'(rlx) = Vslh'(x) ,  
h'(rax) = 3s2h'(x) = szh'(x) = 3h'(x) ,  
h ' ( - 'nx)- - -h ' (x)  on L x L, 
h ' (xUy)=-h ' (x )uh ' (y )  onLxL ,  
h'(xf3y)----h'(x)r-nh'(y) on LxL ,  
h' is one--one, 







h'(x U y) = (x U y, ra(x U y)) = (x U y, tax U ray) = h'(x) v h'(y). 
Similarly. 
h'(rxx) = (rlx, rzrlx) = (rlx, rlx) = V(rlx, rEX)= V(rlx, rlrax) 
= VsI(x, r2x) = VSlh'(x). 
h'(rax) = (rEX, rarax) = (tax, rax) = 3(x, tax) = sa(x, rEX) 
= 3S2(X, r2x) = 3sah'(x). 
3sah'(--nx) = h'(ra --1 x) = (rE "-1 X, ra --1 X) = 3(ra -7 x, rl --1 x) 
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and 
Vs lh ' ( - i x  ) = h' ( r  I "-i x )  -- ( r  I "-1 x,  r 1 "-i x )  = V( r  I "-i x,  r I "-1 x )  
=VSl(--ax, rl ~x)=VSl( - -ax,~r2x)=VSl -h ' (x)  by (3'). 
(6') 3s2(h'(x) L_J h'(y)) = 3s2h'(x) v 3s2h'(y) = h'(r2x) v h'(r2y) 
= h'(r2(x U y)) = 3s2h'(x LJ y) by (2) and (4') 
and similarly Vsl(h'(x)t..Jh'(y))=Vslh'(x U y) by (2) and (3'). 
(7') Similarly. 
(8') h'(x) = h'(y) ¢~ (x, r2x) = (y, r2y) =)' x = y. [ ]  
Remark 4.3. h'(L) is not dosed  under the operat ion ' - ' .  Indeed, if L is the 
3-LMa, whose Hasse diagram is the following [6]: 
L ~ 1 x -Tx r2x 
0 1 0 
c c c 1 
0 I 0 1 
then h'(L) = {(0, 0), (c, 1), (1, 1)}, (c, 1) c h'(L) but - (c ,  1) = (c, 0) ~ h'(L). 
D~n~ion  4. If x ~ h'(L), i.e. x = h'(y), for some y ~ L, then we put by definition: 
Nh'(y)  = h ' (~y) .  
Then we have the following: 
Proposition 1. The algebra (h'(L), v,  ^ ,  N, s~ = =Is2, (1, 1)) is a 3-LMa and h' is 
an isomorphism from L onto h'(L). 
Proof .  Since (L, LJ, N,--1, r2, 1) is a 3 -LMa and h' is a bijection from L onto 
h'(L), verifying (1'), (2'), h ' ( -nx)=Nh' (x) ,  (4') and (3'), it follows easily that 
(h'(L), v,  ^ ,  N, s~, (1, 1)) is a 3-LMa, with s~ = 3s2 = =1 = s2, and h' is an isomorph- 
ism from L onto h'(L). 
Remark  4.4. s ~ = Ns~N = VSl, since s'l h'(x) = Ns~Nh'(x) =N ::ls2h'(--ax) =
Nh'(r2 -1 x) = h'(~r2 --1 x) = h'(rlx) = Vslh'(x). 
Lemma 2. h'(L) is closed under Os2-)  and Ors1-) on L x L. 
Proof. Let x '~h'(L) ,  i.e. x'=h'(x) ,  for some x~L.  Then: 
:ls2-h'(x)=::ls2h'(--tx)= h'(r2~x) by Lemma 1, (5') and (4'); 
Vsl - h'(x) = Vslh'('-nx) = h'(rl "-1 x) by Lemma 1, (5') and (3'). 
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Lemnm 3. h'(L) is closed under u ,  r-a on L x L. 
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Remark  4.5. (h'(L), v,  ^ , N, s~ = =Is2, (1, 1), 3) is not a monadic 3-LMa, because, 
for example, Vh'(x) = (x, x) ~ h'(L), for some x ~ L. 
Let S' be the subalgebra of the 3-LMa (L x L, v,  ^ , - ,  s2, (1, 1)), generated by 
the set h'(L). By Remark 2.1, (S', v,  ^ , - ,  s2, (1, 1)) is a 3-LMa. We need further 
the following two results, which generalize those corresponding to Boolean 
algebras [7, p. 74]. 
Proposition 2. Let (A, v,  ^ ,  - ,  sz, 1~ be a 3-LMa. The subalgebra A' ,  generated by 
a non-empty subset Ao of A,  is the set of all elements a of the form: 
a = V oiiaii, (3) 
i= l  i=1  
where, for every i and ], cqj ~ Ao and oi~ ~ O, where 0 is the following set of operators: 
0 = {-, Sl, Sz, s l - ,  s2-}, or, equivalently, of the form: 
a = /~ oijaii. (4) 
i= l  i=1  
ProoL Let A1 be the set of all elements a of the form (3). It is clear that 
A _ A1 _ A', therefore it suffices to prove that At is a subalgebra of A. 
But the set 0 is closed with respect o composition, because . . . .  , ShSk = Sk, 
h, k = 1, 2, -sh = sk-, h, k = 1, 2, h~ k. It follows that, for every a eAt ,  we have: 
sha = ~/ ShOiiaii ~- AI, h = 1, 2, 
i= l  i=1  
-a  = o~ia~i, (5) 
i=1  j= l  
' - -  ~ 0 for every i and ], so that by applying the distributive laws in where o i j -  Oii 
(5), it follows that -a  ~A1. Finally, if a, b ~A1, it is clear that a ^ b  ~A1 and 
therefore a v b = - ( -a  A -b )  ~ A1. 
We prove similarly the second part of the proposition. 
Proposition 3. Let (A, v,  ^ , - ,  s2, 1) be a 3-LMa. If Ao is a sublattice of A and 1 
and 0~Ao,  where 0=-1 ,  then the algebra A '  generated by Ao is the set of all 
elements a of the form: 
a = A (c~ v -b i  vslx~ vs l  - u~ vs2yi vs2 -  v~), (6) 
i=1  
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where q, bi, x~, Yi, u~, v i~ Ao, i = 1, m, m e N, or, equivalently, of  the form: 
a = ~ (q A--b~ ASlX~ AS1-- U~ AS2y~ AS2--V3. (7) 
i= l  
Proof. In view of Proposition 2, it suttices to identify the factors occurring in the 
right-hand sides of formulas (3) and (6). But, if at, o.2 . . . . .  a, eAo, then 
a lva2v"  • "Vat  = a '~Ao,  
- -a~v- -a2v ' '  "v - -a ,=- -a" ,  with a"=a~Aa2A' '  "AarEAo, 
sha l  v sha2 v .  . " v shar = sha  ', with a '  e Ao ,  h=l ,2 ,  
sh -- ax v sh -- a2 v " " " v sh -- ar = sh -- a ", with a" ~ Ao, h=1,2 ,  
and this yields the desired conclusion (6), via the remark that the possible missing 
terms out of c~, -b~ . . . . .  s2-ve can be recaptured by giving appropriate values 0 
or 1 to the corresponding factors out of q, b~ . . . . .  v~. 
Corollary. The elements of  S' are of  the form: 
a = A (c~v-b[vs lx [vs2-vD,  
where cl, bL x~ v~ ~ h'(L),  i = 1, m, meN.  
Proof. By Proposition 3 and Lemma 1(4'), which ensures that szyl = s2h'(y)e 
h'(L)  and sa -  u~ = s t -  h'(u) = -s2h' (u) ,  with s2h'(u) • h'(L).  
Remark 4.6. (S', v, A, --, S2, (1, 1)) is not a monadic subalgebra of L x L because, 
for example, Vh'(L) = {(x, x) I x • L} ~ S'. 
4. For each a e L x L, 3s2a, Vs la  e h'(L).  
Proof. Let a =(x, y )~LxL .  Then 
3s2a = 3(r2x, r2y) = (r2(x U y), r2(x U y)) = h'(r2(x U y)) 





5. I f  c ' ,b ' ,x ' ,v '  eh ' (L ) ,  then 
3Sz(C' v -  b' v six'  v Sz -  v') = 3Sz(C' v Nb' v x' v Nv'); 
Vs l (c 'v -b '  v s lx 'v  s2 -  v') = 
(Vstc' vVsxNb '  vVstx '  v 3s2Nv') A (3S2C' vVs lNb '  v 3s2x' vVslNv'); 
C t v - -b  r VS1 X IvS  2-  I) I 
(c' v Nb' v x' v 3s2N1)') A (3S2C' V Nb' v 3s2x' v Nv'). 
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Prool. Let c' = h'(c), b' = h'(b), x' = h'(x), ff = h'(v), where c, b, x, v e L. We put 
T= c 'v -b 'VS lX 'VS2-V ' .  By Lemmas 1 and 2 and Proposition 1, we obtain: 
(a) 3s2T = 3s2h'(c) v 3s2- h'(b) v 3si h'(x) v 3s2- h'(v) 
= 3s2h'(c) v 3s2Nh'(b) v 3s2h'(x) v 3s2Nh'(v) 
= 3 s2(c' v Nb '  v x' v Nff), 
since 3sth'(x) = 3(rlx, r2x) = (r2x, r2x) = h'(r2x) = 3s2h'(x);  thus (a) holds. 
(b) VstT=Vsl ( (c ,  r2c)v(~b, 7r2b)v(rtx,  rEx)v(r2 7 v, r 1 ~ v)) 
= V((rlc, r2c) v (rl 7 b, rl ~b) v (rlx, r2x) v (r2 7 v, r~ 7 v)) 
=V(rxcOr~ ~bUr lxOr2-~v,  rEcUr~ TbUr2xOr l  ~v)  
=V(TD T2)=(T~fqT2, T~f7Tz)=(Tx, T~)A (T2, Tz) 
=(rlcUr~ ~bUr~xUr2-nv ,  r~cUr~-'nbUr~xUr2 ~v)  
A(r2cUr~ ~bUr2xUrx -7b ,  r2cUr~-~bUr2xUr17v)  
= h'(rlc U rl 7 b U r~x U r2 "7 v) A h'(r2c U r~ 7 b U r2x U rl ~ v) 
= Ogslh'(c) vVslh'(-7b) vVs lh 'x)  v 3s2h'(-7v)) 
A (3s2h'(c) vVs l  h'('~b) v 3s2h'(x) v Vslh'(Tv)) 
= O/sic' v VsxNb' vVs lx '  v :::Is2N~)'  
A (:IS2C' v VszNb' v 3s2x' v VslNv'),  
thus (b) holds. 
(c) Using (a), (b) and Proposit ion 1 we obtain 
3s2((c' v Nb' v x' v ::ls2Nv') A (3S2C' V Nb' v 3s2x' v Nv')) 
= (~IS2C' V 3s2Nb' v :Ws2x' v ::ls2Nl)') A (71S2C' v 71s2Nb' v 71s2x' v ::Is2NI)') 
= ~ls2c' v ::ls2Nb' v ::ls2x' v ::ls2N1)' = ZiS2(C' V Nb' v x' v Nv') = 3s2T 
and 
Vsl((c' v Nb' v x' v :::! s2Nt)' ) A (::IS2C' V Nb' v 3s2x' v Nv')) 
= (VSlC' v VslNb' v Vslx' v ::::ls2N1)') A (71S2C' vVs~Nb' v ~s2x' v Vs~Nv') 
=Vs~T, 
thus (c) holds. 
Tlaeorem. Let (L, U, N,-% rE, 1) be a 3-LMa and let us consider the 3-LMa 
(..cg'(L x L) = (L x L)/--,  ~,  n ,  - ,  o'2, ((1, 1))"). Let H'  :L--> (L x L)/--  be the map- 
ping defined by 
H'(x) = (h'(x))" = ((x, rEX))", for each x ~ L. 
Then 
(i) H'  is a 1-1 homomorphism from L into (L xL) / - - ;  
(ii) H' (L )=S ' / - .  
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Proof .  (i) By Lcmma 1, we have 
H' (x  tJ y) = (h'(x U y))" = (h ' (x )uh ' (y ) )  ^ 
= (h ' (x ) )^u(h ' (y ) )  ^ = H'(X)L.JH'(y). 
Similarly, 
H' (x  N y) = H' (x )nH ' (y ) ,  
H'(--ax) = (h'(-nx)) ^ = ( -h ' (x ) )  ^  = -H ' (x ) ,  
H'( r lx )  = (h'(rlx))  ^ = (Vslh'(x))  ^ = crlH'(x), 
H'(r2x) = (h'(r2x)) ^ = (3s2h'(x))  ^ = cr2H'(x), 
H' (x)  = H' (y )  O h ' (x ) - -h ' (y )  
¢~ (3s2h' (x)= ::ls2h'(y) and Vs lh ' (x )= Vsxh'(y))¢~> (h' (r2x)= h'(r2y) 
and h'(r lx) = h'(r ly)) 
¢:~ (r2x = r2y and r lx = rly) ~ x = y, 
by (1), Section 2. 
(ii) To  prove (ii) means to prove that for each d ~ S'I--,  a ~ S', there exists 
z ~ L, such that H' (z )  = d, i.e. h ' (z ) - -  a. Hence, it suffices to prove that for a given 
a ~ S', there exists z '~ h'(L),  such that z'-------a. 
Let a ~ S';  then a is of the form a =/~m= 1 ai, where a~ = c lv  b~ v stxI vs2-v [ ,  
with cI, bl, xI, vI ~ h'(L),  i = 1, m. By Lemma 5, (c), for each i, i = 1, m, ai -- d~, for 
some dI ~ h'(L).  Hence 
=[-~q , [-~ a i - -  di i=1 i=1 
and then 
by Lemmas 3 and 4. We have then, by (2), that: 
:ls2r = 3s2a~ ^  3s2a = 3s2a and i 
Vslr  ---- (iffi~ 1~SICI~)A~S2a=~SI~.~IO~)A~S2CL 
= Vs la  ^  3s2a = Vs la ;  
if follows that r - -a ,  hence z'=-a,  z '~h ' (L ) .  [] 
The theorem says that given a 3 -LMa L, there exist a monadic 3 -LMa 
L '= L × L and a 3 -LM subalgebra S' of L ' ,  such that L is isomorphic with a 
subalgebra S'/--- of the 3 -LMa .~ ' (L ' )=  L' / - - .  
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Corollary. S' /-- = h ' ( L ) /-- and ( h ' ( L ) /=--, ~,  n ,  - ,  ¢r2, ((1, 1)) ^ ) is isomorphic with 
(L, U, N, --1, r2, 1). 
Remark 4.7. S' is a 3-LM subalgebra of the 3-LMa:  
(L x B(L),  v,  ^ ,  - ,  s2, (1, 1)), 
where L x B(L)  is a subalgebra of L x L. 
Prolmsition 4. The subalgebra S' of L x B(L) ,  generated by the set h'(L) ,  coincides 
with LxB(L )  if and only if L has a center. 
Proof .  I f  L has a center c, then h'(c) = (c, r2c) = (c, 1), -h ' (c )  = (---~, 71)  = (c, 0) 
and sah ' (c )=(r lc ,  1 )=(0 ,  1), s2 -h ' (c )=( r2c ,  0 )=(1 ,0 ) .  Let  aeLxB(L ) ,  hence 
a = (x, b), with x eL ,  b eB(L ) .  Then 
a = (x, b) = (x, 0 )v (0 ,  b) = ((x, r2x)^O, 0)) v ((b, b )^(0 ,  1)) 
= (h'(x) A S2-- h'(c)) v (h'(b) ^  slh'(c)), 
hence a e S'  and consequently S '  = L x B(L) .  Conversely,  if S '  = L x B(L) ,  since 
H '  is onto and (0, 1)eLxB(L ) ,  hence ((0, 1 ) )^eS ' / - ,  there exists xeL ,  s~uch 
that h'(x)--(O, 1), i.e. (x, r2x) - (0 ,  1). It follows that 3s2(x, r2x)= ::Is2(0, 1) and 
VSl(X , r2x ) = Vs I (0  , 1), hence (r2x, r2x) = (1 ,  1) and (rlx, rxx) = (0, 0), therefore 
r2x = 1 and rlx = 0, which shows that x is a center of L. 
5. Remark 
The constructions f rom Sections 3 and 4 yield functors between categories of 
three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisi l  algebras. They are studied, together  with some 
other functors between these categories, in the second part  of this paper.  
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